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ABSTRACT: To shed a light on fundamental molecular functions of
photoinduced charge conductions by organic photovoltaic materials, it is
important to directly observe molecular geometries of the intermediate charges
just after the photoinduced electron-transfer reactions. However, highly
inhomogeneous molecular environments at the bulk heteojunction interfaces
in the photoactive layers have prevented us from understanding the
mechanism of the charge conductions. We have herein investigated orbital
geometries, electronic couplings, and hole-dissociation dynamics of photo-
induced charge-separated (CS) states in a series of poly(3-hexylthiophene)−
fullerene linked dyads bridged by rigid oligo-p-phenylene spacers by using
time-resolved EPR spectroscopy. It has been revealed that one-dimensional
intramolecular hole-dissociations exothermically take place from localized
holes in initial CS states, following bridge-mediated, photoinduced charge-
separations via triplet exciton diffusions in the conjugated polymer-backbones. This molecular wire property of the photoinduced
charges in solution at room temperature demonstrates the potential utility of the covalently bridged polymer molecules applied
for the molecular devices.

■ INTRODUCTION

For developments of the organic light-energy conversion
systems, it is essential to achieve efficient long-range charge-
separations (CS). Light-induced electrons and holes generated
by the electron-transfer (ET) reactions are thus required to
escape from the electrostatic binding at the initial stage. In the
natural photosynthetic reaction centers, the efficient distant CS
is accomplished with ∼100% efficiency by cascading the redox
states by the sequential ET processes to a series of cofactors,
leading to the light-to-chemical energy conversion.1 In contrast,
the photoinduced CS at the interfaces of organic photovoltaic
(OPV)2 cells generates electron−hole pairs, eventually
achieving light-to-electricity conversion after conductions of
the electron and the hole through the acceptor (A) and the
donor (D) domains, respectively. However, the D/A interfaces
in the OPV cells often suffer from the charge-recombination
(CR) at the early stage,3 leading to losses of the input photon
energies.4

Concerning the mechanism of the efficient photocarrier
generations in the OPV systems, the role of the hot charge-
transfer (CT) excitons is currently under intense debate.5−7 A
recent ultrafast spectroscopic study8 of a polymer/fullerene
(PCPDTBT/PC60BM) OPV films clearly showed that the
vibrationally unrelaxed electron−hole pairs (PCPDTBT+/

PC60BM
−) are generated in <50 fs before time scales of the

internal conversions (IC) of the polymer excited states. On the
other hand, Vandewal et al.9 have demonstrated for the several
polymer/PCBM solar cells that the internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) is essentially independent of the excitation energy of the
lights; even if the low-energy CT band is excited, the IQE is
higher than 90% for some blend films, giving rise to very high
OPV performances. This result strongly indicates that the hot
CT states are not necessarily required to produce the highly
separated photocarriers. To elucidate why and how the
photocarriers escape from the Coulomb binding,10−14 it is
important to directly observe locations and orientations of the
intermediate charges just after the CSs. Time-resolved electron
paramagnetic resonance (TREPR) and pulsed EPR methods
have been powerful15−23 to obtain the electron spin−spin
dipolar interaction (D′) and the spin−spin exchange coupling
(J) in the photoinduced CS states and thus have been utilized
to characterize the interspin distances and the electronic
couplings (V)12,24,25 of the transient CS states. The TREPR
analyses have been useful to obtain the CS state geometries for
several systems, since the electron spin polarization (ESP) as
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the microwave absorption (A) and the emission (E) is sensitive
to the molecular conformations and to J.12,26−28 Recent spin
polarization analyses have revealed representative geometries of
the transient electron−hole pairs in the OPV blends.12,24

However, the highly inhomogeneous molecular environments
at the bulk heteojunction (BHJ) interfaces induce the large
special distribution in the solid-state OPV materials and would
prevent us from understanding the mechanism of the charge
conductions.21,29

To unveil fundamental molecular mechanisms of the light-
induced charge conductions, it is highly desired to investigate
the structure and dynamics of the initial photocarriers
generated in a conjugated polymer-backbone in which the
intramolecular orientation and the electronic interaction are
well-defined at the initial CS stage. Thus far, no study has
characterized the geometry, electronic coupling, and charge-
conduction dynamics of the photocarriers in a covalently linked
polymer system, although the polymer−fullerene dyads were
synthesized and investigated by transient spectroscopies.30,31 In
this respect, we have synthesized a new series of donor-bridge-
acceptor (P3HT-Phm-C60, m = 0, 1, 2, 3) linked polymers
composed of regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) as
the electron donor, fulleropyrrolidine (C60) as the acceptor and
oligo-p-phenylene bridges as the spacers (Figure 1). The rigid

spacers ensure homogeneous properties in the molecular
conformations of the polymer-backbone and C60 nearby the
bridging units. We have herein investigated the molecular
geometries and the hole-conduction dynamics of the photo-
induced intramolecular CS states by using the TREPR in
tetrahydrofuran (THF) at room temperature. We clearly show
that, without going through the hot CT, localized holes are
generated in the conjugated polymer-backbones nearby the
phenylene units by quenching triplet excitons and then undergo
one-dimensional intramolecular dissociations from the elec-
trons situated at C60 in the dyads.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TREPR Measurements. Figure 2a shows the TREPR

spectra for several delay times after the 532 nm irradiations of
the P3HT-Ph1-C60 dyad in THF at room temperature. A mean
concentration of the dyad was 10−4 M in THF solutions from
the averaged molecular weight ≈ 6000 as detailed in the
Supporting Information. Measurements of the time-resolved
fluorescence decays and the nanosecond transient absorption
spectra demonstrated that the triplet excitons of 3P3HT*-Phm-
C60 are dominantly generated by the intersystem crossing
(ISC) of the singlet excitons 1P3HT*-Phm-C60, as explained
with Figures S7 and S8 in Supporting Information. At the initial
stage in Figure 2a, a strong microwave emission (E) has been
seen with a broad spectrum-width around the resonant field

region for P3HT cation radical (gP3HT ≈ 2.002 as the g-factor)
and for fulleropyrrolidine anion radical (gC60 ≈ 2.000).32 This
net E polarization is explained by the triplet mechanism
(TM)33 by which the spin polarization of the precursor excited
triplet state is transferred to the sublevel populations in the spin
correlated radical pairs (SCRP) by the electron spin polar-
ization transfer (ESPT) as shown in Figure 3.34,35 This implies

that the hot CT exciton is not involved in the primary CS, since
the ISC contributes to the SCRP observations. Interestingly,
the broad spectrum-shape is changed by the delay time into two
absorptive sharp peaks in Figure 2a. The peak positions (352.2
and 352.6 mT) at the bottom in Figure 2a were consistent with
the resonance fields32,36 of isolated P3HT+• and C60

−•,
respectively, indicating that the holes dissociate from the
electrons at the later delay times. Figure 2b shows comparisons

Figure 1. Structure formula of P3HT-Phm-C60 and P3HT-ref.
Averaged number of n is ≈30 in the P3HT units.

Figure 2. (a) Delay time (0.3−1.2 μs from the top to the bottom)
dependence of the TREPR spectrum of P3HT-Ph1-C60 in THF at
room temperature after the 532 nm laser excitations. (b) Effect of the
TREPR spectrum on the phenylene spacer length (m) in P3HT-Phm-
C60 at 0.6 μs. The red lines are calculated TREPR spectra at t = 0.6 μs
using the triplet ESPT model of Figure 3.

Figure 3. (Left) Spin polarization model in the precursor triplet
sublevels generated by ISC of 1P3HT*-Phm-C60 in the absence (X, Y,
Z) and in the presence (T1, T2, T3) of B0. The electronic energy is ET
≈ 1.7 eV. (Right) Triplet sublevel populations (T+, T0, T−) after ESPT
in the primary CS state (energy ≈ 1.6 eV), resulting in the net E
polarization detected by the TREPR. Since the spin-state energies of
T+, T0 and T− are dependent on the direction of the interspin vector
(orange arrow in Figure 4) in the principal axis system of X, Y, Z in the
ZFS interaction, the TREPR spectrum of the CS state is highly affected
by the molecular orientation as shown in Figure 5. The spin−lattice
relaxations (1/T1T) by the triplet exciton-diffusion are represented by
the vertical arrows. kdiss (≈ 106 s−1) is the hole-dissociation rate
constant.
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of the TREPR spectra of P3HT-Phm-C60 for different
phenylene spacer lengths (m) at the initial delay times of 0.6
μs. The entire line-width becomes smaller by the increase in m.
This result is explained by the weakened electron spin dipolar
coupling of D′ in P3HT+•-Phm-C60

−• by the increase in m,
indicating that the electron and the hole in the electron−hole
pair are initially situated in close proximity to the spacer units
(−Phm−). The triplet state energy is reported to be ET ≈ 1.7
eV in 3P3HT* in a liquid solution.37 From the redox potentials
measured in a mixture solvent of 1,2-dichlorobenzene and
acetonitrile (v:v = 5:1) in Figure S11, the CS state energy is
evaluated to be −ΔGCR ≈ 1.6 eV for the dissociated pair of the
radical anion and the polaron in THF. This denotes that the CS
is exothermic from 3P3HT* in Figure 3. Therefore, it is
concluded that the bridge-mediated intramolecular CS takes
place when the triplet exciton resides nearby the -Phm- after the
triplet-exciton diffusion38 within the thiophene backbones. For
the larger phenylene spacer lengths, the net E polarization
becomes weaker and an E/A polarization is observed for m = 3
in Figure 2b. The disappearance of the net E is explained by a
larger triplet spin−lattice relaxation rate39(1/T1T) than the
triplet CS rate (kCST) in Figure 3, resulting in the thermal
equilibrium spin populations in the precursor triplet. For any
spacer lengths, similar delay time dependences on the line
shape have been obtained as in Figure 2a yielding the
absorptive sharp spectra at >1 μs.
The spacer length dependence on the initial spectrum-width

in Figure 2b denotes that the molecular rotations are slow
enough, exhibiting the spin dipolar interactions. This is because
the dyad molecules are large polymer possessing the rigid
spacers to restrict the local conformational motions. According
to the triplet ESPT theory, the fine structure of the spin-
polarized CS state is affected by the anisotropies of the ISC and
by the zero-field splitting (ZFS) interaction in the precursor
triplet states.34,35 We have applied the triplet ESPT model to
reproduce the spectra, taking into account the spin polarization
of the precursor excitons of 3P3HT*-Phm-C60.

35 For this, we
have observed a low-temperature TREPR of the triplet
exciton40 in regiorandom-P3HT (RRa-P3HT) as reported in
Figure S9 of Supporting Information.
Geometries of the Intramolecular CS States. The triplet

sublevel populations (ρ11
0, ρ22

0, ρ33
0) in T1, T2, and T3 of

3P3HT* generated by the ISC are transferred to T+, T0, and T−
in the CS state as shown in Figure 3. These populations are
computed by a transformation matrix UESPT which converts the
spin eigen functions from (T1, T2, T3) to (T+, T0, T−) in the
presence of the external magnetic field (B0).

35 Furthermore, the
energy levels of the SCRP spin functions (Figure 3) are
influenced by the anisotropic D′ coupling and thus are
dependent on the molecular conformations, i.e., the direction
of the dipolar interspin vector (the orange arrow in Figure 4)
between P3HT+• and C60

−• in the principal axis system (X, Y,
Z) of the triplet exciton in Figure 4.35 Therefore, the spin-
polarized EPR spectrum is affected by the molecular geometry
of the CS state, when the D′ coupling is effective as shown in
Figure 5. To characterize the geometries and the electronic
couplings of the primary CS states before the charge-
dissociations, we have computed the spin-polarized EPR
spectra at t = 0.6 μs (Figure 2b) on the basis of the model
in Figure 3. The direction of the interspin vector has been set
by the θ and ϕ angles with respect to the principal axes of the g-
tensor in C60

−• in the present study. Accordingly, the ZFS
tensor is obtained using the rotation matrix characterized by

Euler angles (α, β, γ) with respect to the principal g-axes in
C60

−•. When the triplet-exciton diffusion and the subsequent
charge-dissociation following the primary CS occur, the spin
relaxation is expected to be much faster in the precursor triplet
state than in the SCRP because of the fluctuation of the larger
ZFS interaction in the triplet-exciton at the polymer backbones.
Therefore, to calculate the ESPs in the exciton and in the SCRP
of the dyads, the spin−lattice relaxation times of T1T = 20 ns
and of T1 = 0.6 μs (vide infra) have been utilized in the
precursor triplet states and in the SCRP, respectively. The
theory and computation methods on the treatments of T1T and
T1 are described in Supporting Information. The connections
between the spin relaxations and the charge-dissociation
motions will be detailed below.
The microwave transitions (transverse magnetizations, ρ0+

and ρ−0 as shown by the dark blue arrows in Figure 3) of the
SCRP were previously formulated as coupled forms composed
of the allowed (T0−T±) and forbidden (S−T±) transitions, as
described by eqs S26 and S27 in Supporting Information.27,41

The EPR transition fields are dependent on the energies of J
and d = D′(1 − cos2 θB/3)/2 in Figure 3, where D′ and θB are
the dipolar coupling constant and the angle between the
interspin vector and B0, respectively. We have introduced the
transverse relaxation times (T2d* and T2J*)

41 originating from
heterogeneities in energies of 3d and d −2J for the T0−T± and

Figure 4. Geometry model of the primary CS state in P3HT-Ph2-C60.
The principal axes of the g-tensor (gx, gy, gz) and the ZFS tensor (X, Y,
Z) are shown. The g-tensor orientation (gX, gY, gZ) in P3HT+• was set
to be colinear with the principal axes of the ZFS tensor in 3P3HT*.
The location of the hole (P3HT+•) in the CS state is set to be the
same as that of the precursor triplet exciton (3P3HT*). Nonzero
electronic density is identified at −Ph− in vicinity to P3HT+•,
representing the hybridization of SOMO in the P3HT moiety with
HOMO in the oligo-p-phenylene spacer.

Figure 5. Computed TREPR spectra at t = 0.6 μs for P3HT+•-Ph1-
C60

−• by the ESPT model for different angle parameters of ϕ = 0°
(blue), ϕ = −14° (red), ϕ = −45° (green), and ϕ = −90° (purple) in
Figure 4. The other EPR parameters are listed in Table 1. The red
spectrum is identical with the red line for m = 1 in Figure 2b.
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S−T± transitions, respectively as shown in Supporting
Information. It is thus anticipated that T2J* is smaller than
T2d* when J is stronger than D′. These two relaxation times
(T2d* = 40 ns and T2J* = 15 ns) have first been obtained by
fitting the entire spectrum shapes for m = 2 and 3 in Figure 2b.
Such distorted spectrum shapes largely originate from J in the
primary CS states (vide infra). Also, the microwave-induced S−
T± transitions are broadened by modulations (or fast T2J*) in
the J couplings because of the charge-dissociation motions at
the 0.6 μs windows. T2d* = 40 ns denotes that the dipolar term
of 3d is inhomogeneously distributed with a width of 1/
(2πT2d*) = 4 MHz. On the other hand, the smaller T2J* of 15
ns denotes that the 2J values are more distributed with a width
of 10 MHz (corresponding to a 0.4 mT variation centered at 2J
= ca. 2 mT) because of the effective J modulation42,43 by the
charge motions. While the strength of the spin−spin dipolar
coupling is not significantly affected by the small distribution in
the distance, the electronic coupling between the charges is
significantly modulated by such distance variation. T2J* < T2d*
is thus reasonably explained by the effect of the above charge-
dissociations. Since the dissociation motions also occur for m =
0 and m = 1 from Figure 2a, the similar T2J* values were
utilized. Table 1 summarizes the EPR parameters to reproduce
the spectra at 0.6 μs in Figure 2b.
Figure 5 shows computed TREPR spectra at t = 0.6 μs of

P3HT+•-Ph1-C60
−• by the ESPT model for different angle

parameters of ϕ. Since the ESP is highly dependent on the
conformation parameters, we have first performed the density
function theory (DFT) calculation with RB3LYP/6-31G* for
the dyads with taking into account hexa hexyl-thiophene rings
(n = 6) in the P3HT regions to obtain the optimized structures,
as shown in Figures 4 and S10. From these geometry
optimizations, the five angle parameters (θ, ϕ, α, β, γ) were
first predicted and were utilized as initial geometries for the
fitting procedures. The resultant five angles (θ, ϕ, α, β, γ) to fit
the spectra in Figure 2b were compatible with the DFT
calculations in Figure S10. There are alternate combinations of
the five angle parameters to reproduce the EPR spectra even
though the spectrum shapes are highly dependent on the
angles. However, the positions and the orientations of the
aromatic planes of the hexyl-thiophene rings in vicinity to the

spacer units are expected to be firmly defined with respect to
the gx−gy−gz axis system in C60 because of the rigidly linked
dyad by the oligo-p-phenylenes, as demonstrated in Figures 4
and S10. Thus, one can conclude that the agreements by the
calculated red lines in Figure 2b are enough to determine the
geometries of the CS states, since the angles in Table 1 are well
compatible with the geometries predicted by the DFT
optimizations.
From the D′ values in Table 1, we have obtained the center-

to-center separations (rCC) between the electron spins in the
CS states using the point-dipole approximation. When the
point-dipole approximation is not applicable, it is required that
one takes into account the spin density distributions to obtain
rCC from the D′ value. Since the distributions weaken the
dipolar coupling, the distance would be smaller than rCC in
Table 1. In fact, the spin distribution length is unknown in the
CS state in Figure 4. Thus, one is unable to evaluate the
accuracy in the distances, although there exist the errors in the
parameter of the dipolar coupling in Table 1. Nevertheless, rCC
≤ 2.0 nm estimated for m = 2 is well consistent with the center-
to-center distance between the HOMO and the LUMO
computed for n = 6 in the ground state, as shown in Figure
4. This strongly supports that the primary CS states are
generated by the bridge-mediated ET processes via 3P3HT*-
Phm-C60 when the triplet excitons reside in close proximity to
the oligo-p-phenylene spacers.

Electronic Couplings of the Primary CS States. The
EPR transitions are affected by two magnetic energies obtained
from a sum and a difference (Q+ and Q−, respectively) in the
Zeeman and hyperfine interactions by the individual charges as
2Q+ = {gP3HT(Ω) + gC60(Ω)}βB0 + ∑iAP3HT(Ω)iMi +
∑jAC60(Ω)Mj and 2Q− = {gP3HT(Ω) − gC60(Ω)}βB0 +
∑iAP3HT(Ω)iMi − ∑jAC60(Ω)jMj, where Ω, Al, and Mk are
the direction of B0, the hyperfine coupling constants, and the
nuclear spin quantum number in the SCRP, respectively.15

From the McConnell relation, AP3HT,xx = 0.5AH
iso, AP3HT,yy =

1.5AH
iso, and AP3HT,zz = AH

iso with AH
iso = QaρC were used as the

principal values by substituting Qa= −2.5 mT and the spin
densities of ρC = 0.0431 for eight α-protons in P3HT+•,27 as
detailed in Supporting Information. AC60(Ω) = 0 can be set for
the radical anion. Thus, the averaged value of |Q−| is ca. 0.4 mT.

Table 1. EPR Parameters for the Calculations (Red Lines in Figure 2b) of the TREPR Spectra of the Photoinduced CS States in
the Dyads at t = 0.6 μs

m D′/mT J/mT kCST/10
7 s−1a T2d*/ns T2J*/ns

b dipolar anglesc Euler anglesd rCC/nm |VCR|/cm
−1

0 −0.45 >3 10 26 θ = 54° α = 20° 1.8 -
(±0.05) 10 ϕ = −13° β = 18°

γ = −5°
1 −0.38 >3 3.1 40 θ = 74° α = 34° 1.9 -

(±0.05) 12 ϕ = −14° β = 90°
γ = 3°

2 −0.34 1.0 1.5 40 θ = 44° α = −20° 2.0 3.7
(±0.05) (±0.1) 15 ϕ = 24° β = −80° (±0.1)

γ = 26°
3 −0.20 0.6 0.7 α = 10° 2.4 2.9

(±0.1) (±0.1) 40 θ = 84° β = 90° (±0.1)
12 ϕ = 4° γ = 0°

aCS rate constant from the triplet exciton assuming that the spin−lattice relaxation time of T1T is 20 ns in the triplet state. bSpin−spin relaxation
times (T2*) originating from heterogeneities in the energies of 3d and d − 2J for the T0−T± transition and for the S−T± transition in the SCRP,
respectively. d = D′(1 − cos2 θB/3)/2, where θB is the angle between the interspin vector and B0.

cDirection of the dipolar principal axis between
P3HT+• and C60

−• defined by the polar angles with respect to the principal g-tensor axes in C60
−• as shown in Figure 4. Errors are ±5°. dEuler angles

(x-convention) of the principal axis system (X, Y, Z) of 3P3HT* with respect to the g-axis system in C60
−•. Errors are ±2°.
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For m = 0 and 1, absolute magnitudes of the J have been
treated to be |J| ≫ |Q−| to reproduce the TREPR spectra in
Figure 2b. For m = 2 and 3 at 0.6 μs, it was required to set the J
values of 1.0 and 0.6 mT, respectively, to reproduce the
distorted spectrum shapes arising from the coherent Q−-
induced mixings between S and T0 energetically separated by 2J
+ 2d in Figure 3.15 From the J values in the CS states, one can
estimate the electronic couplings (VCR) for the charge-
recombination (CR) process, since the 2J in the CS state is
induced by the singlet destabilization by the electronic
perturbation from the ground state.44,45

To characterize the CR processes, time-profiles of the
TREPR signals are displayed in Figure 6 at the center field

positions in Figure 2b for the different spacer lengths. One
finds that the initial emissive spin polarizations decay with the
lifetimes of 0.6 μs attributed to T1 = 0.6 μs described above,
generating the weak absorptive EPR signals by the thermal
equilibrium spin populations in Figures 2a and 6. Such T1 effect
is included in the spectrum analyses (Figure 2b) together with
the S−T0 relaxation time (T23) in Figure 3 assuming T23 = T1.
The absorptive signal for >1 μs corresponds to the sharp peaks
at the later delay times in Figure 2a. Slow decays (τRP> 4 μs as
the lifetimes in Figure 6) of the absorptive signals are attributed
to radical pair deactivations via the singlet manifold after the
triplet-singlet spin conversions. However, these decays are
essentially independent of the spacer length. This denotes that
the radical-pair deactivations are not controlled by the primary
CR kinetics but by the diffusion of the holes migrating within
the conjugated polymer chains in the dyads, strongly
supporting the charge dissociations after the primary CSs. In
the presence of B0, since the triplet-singlet (T±−S) conversions
are highly inhibited by the Zeeman splitting after the triplet CS
in Figure 3, the singlet CR is insufficient, contributing to the
long-lived CS-state observations with accompanying the charge-
dissociation. On the other hand, it is expected that B0 = 0 will
lead to the effective singlet CR after the more efficient T−S
spin conversions than in the case of B0 = 352 mT. Quick decays
(τRP = 0.5 μs in Figure S8) of the transient absorption signals
obtained in the absence of the B0 are consistent with this
prediction. The above magnetic field effects on the radical-pair

lifetimes strongly support the triplet-precursor charge-gener-
ations in Figure 3 and the diffusion-controlled singlet CRs.
Although the singlet recombination kinetics are hidden by the
effects of the T−S mixings and by the charge-migrations, one is
able to characterize the coupling term of |VCR| by using 2J = |
VCR|

2/ΔE for the singlet CR to the ground state.44 ΔE =
−ΔGCR − λ is a vertical energy gap between the CS and the
ground states described by the free energy change (−ΔGCR ≈
1.6 eV) and by the reorganization energy (λ = 0.6 eV) as
detailed in Figure S11 in Supporting Information. |VCR| = 3.7
and 2.9 cm−1 have been determined for m = 2 (rCC = 2.0 nm)
and 3 (rCC = 2.4 nm), respectively, as shown in Table 1. The
validities of the |VCR| couplings are obtained by comparing
them with reported couplings in corresponding bridged dyad
molecules, as detailed in Supporting Information.46,47

In regioregular (RR)-P3HT:PCBM BHJ blend films, |VCR| ≈
0.2 cm−1 was reported for the photoinduced, interfacial CS
states around rCC = 1.8 nm.24 Such small electronic interactions
were explained by the highly delocalized intermolecular hole
distributions in the crystalline phase at the D:A domain
interface.12 The quite larger electronic couplings of |VCR| > 2
cm−1 in the present systems are thus highlighting the role of the
molecular environments on the efficient charge-dissociations by
the BHJ films. Comparing with the BHJ interfaces, the P3HT
polymer chain is disordered and cannot form the π−π stacking
crystalline phase in the THF solution, as described in
Supporting Information with Figure S12. Thus, the localized
hole is generated and strengthens the bridge-mediated orbital
overlap in the present CS state, as shown in Figure 4.

Hole-Dissociation Mechanisms after Primary CS. The
solute concentration is too low (10−4 M) to cause the
submicrosecond intermolecular hole-transfer (P3HT+•-Phm-
C60

−• + P3HT-Phm-C60 → P3HT-Phm-C60
−• + P3HT+•-Phm-

C60) by the translational diffusion of the polymers. Thus, the
intramolecular hole dissociation with kdiss ≈ 1 μs−1 in Figure 3
is conclusive to generate the uncoupled electron−hole pairs at
1.2 μs in Figure 2a. Such intrachain hole migration after the
photoinduced CS has been reported in doped poly(N-
vinylcarbazole), although the dissociation mechanism is not
fully understood.10,11 kdiss ≈ 1 μs−1 is in line with (1) T1 = 0.6
μs obtained by decays of the E signals in Figure 6 and with (2)
T23 = 0.6 μs, as the S−T0 dephasing time detailed in Supporting
Information, since the hole migration can induce the fluctuation
in J and D to contribute to the population relaxations.12,48 In
Figure 6, it is seen that decay rate of the emissive polarization is
not strongly affected by the spacer length, indicating that kdiss is
not modulated by the spacer.
The intramolecular hole dissociation rate of 106 s−1 is

substantially smaller than the primary CS rates of kCST > 107 s−1

in Table 1. This implies that the electronic energy of the
primary CS state is close to −ΔGCR ≈ 1.6 eV of the dissociated
pair of the charges, indicating that the primary CS takes place
exothermically by ΔGCST ≈ − 0.1 eV as the free energy change,
as shown in Figure 3. In the RR-P3HT:PCBM BHJ blend films,
it is known that the electron−hole dissociation is rapid,14,49

generating the highly delocalized electron and hole distribu-
tions within subnanosecond regimes.4,5,7 Recent studies
suggested that the crystalline phases play key roles to generate
highly separated carriers in the electron−hole pairs at the D:A
domain interfaces by the self-organization structures; an
enthalpy stabilization (ΔH < 0) by the delocalized orbitals
facilitates the three-dimensional carrier separations from the
initially bound localized CT state, overcoming the Coulomb

Figure 6. Time profiles of the TREPR signals at the center field
positions (351.8 mT) in Figure 2b for the spacers of −Ph0− (black),
−Ph1− (red), −Ph2− (green), and −Ph3− (blue) in P3HT+•-Phm-
C60

−•.
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binding energy (ΔHC > 0).12,14,24 The lack of such self-
organization in the present system is consistent with the slower
dissociation kinetics, since the polymer chains are too
disordered to produce the interchain hole delocalization in
P3HT. Nevertheless, the hole distribution-length that explains
rCC ≤ 2.0 nm from the dipolar coupling is shorter (≈ 5
thiophene rings in Figure 4) than reported delocalization
lengths exceeding eight thiophene rings in a polymer molecule
as studied by the pulse radiolysis50 and by the EPR36 for free
polarons in polyalkylthiophenes. Since the localized hole
distribution in Figure 4 lowers the unpaired orbital level of
the hole in the primary CS state, the CS state needs to be more
destabilized by ca. 0.1 eV50 than the dissociated pair of the
anion and the delocalized polaron when the Coulomb binding
energy is ignored. The localized hole distribution and the large
electronic-coupling in the primary CS state are both explained
by the Coulomb attraction51 between the hole in P3HT and
the electron in C60. The hybridization of the singly occupied
molecular orbital (SOMO) in the P3HT moiety with the
HOMO in the oligo-p-phenylene unit will also cause the hole
distribution situated closer to C60 in Figure 4. This hybrid-
ization effect is seen by the nonzero electronic density at the
spacer unit in vicinity to P3HT+• in Figure 4. Importantly, such
hybridization of the SOMO with the HOMO in the phenylene
unit will raise the localized orbital level in Figure 4,
compensating for the above-mentioned lowered orbital level
by the localized hole with respect to the fully delocalized free
polaron. This well agrees with the above electronic energy of
the primary CS state comparable to −ΔGCR ≈ 1.6 eV for the
dissociated charges. From these orbital characteristics, the ΔH
stabilization would be minor (i.e., ΔH ≈ 0) for the intrachain
hole-transfer to give rise to the more delocalized holes in the
highly separated electron−hole pairs because of the hybridized
SOMO in the primary CS state.
Alternatively, the polymer-chain dynamics was also discussed

to play a role for the dissociations; the electron−phonon (EP)
coupling may generate the delocalized hole distribution to
contribute to an enhancement in the entropy (ΔS > 0) with
respect to the contact CT state, resulting in the one-
dimensional dissociation overcoming the ΔHC in the primary
CS state.12,24,52 In the present system, such positive ΔS may
induce the exothermic intrachain hole dissociation, as expressed
by ΔGdiss = ΔH + ΔHC − TΔS < 0. In the present primary CS
state with rCC ≈ 2.0 nm, ΔHC ≈ 0.1 eV is evaluated using the
dielectric constant of THF (εS = 7.5). Such an electrostatic
binding which energy is four times larger than the thermal
energy (kBT) can be overcome for ΔS > 30 J mol−1 K−1

corresponding to the increased number (ΔW > 50) of the
librational states from the Boltzmann equation: ΔS = kB
ln(ΔW). Analysis of temperature dependence of the dissoci-
ation rate is required to clarify the roles of ΔS and ΔH, which is
out of scope in the present study. However, ΔW > 50 predicted
above is reasonable range since some of the disordered hexyl
side chains (C6H13−) can participate in the entropy enhance-
ment for the intrachain hole-transfer through the EP
coupling.41 The electrostatic binding energy of ΔHC in the
primary CS state needs to be dependent on the spacer length
since rCC is dependent on m in Table 1. However, the hole-
dissociation and migration motions are independent of the
spacer length in the present system, as described above with
Figure 6. Thus, the entropy effect by the disordered side chains
would play a dominant role for the electron−hole dissociations.

■ CONCLUSIONS
To clarify how the molecular environments play roles for the
efficient initial charge-dissociations by the OPV related
materials, we have investigated the orbital geometries, the
electronic couplings, and the one-dimensional hole dissociation
dynamics of the photoinduced intramolecular CS states in the
P3HT-Phm-C60 dyads using the TREPR. It has been clearly
demonstrated that the hole dissociation takes place without
going through the hot CT state; the localized hole is initially
generated in the conjugated polymer region nearby the
phenylene-bridge unit by the bridge-mediated electron
tunneling via the triplet excitons. The entropy enhancement
by the disordered side chains may play a major role to induce
the one-dimensional hole-dissociation via the hybridized
SOMOs in Figure 4. The present thermodynamic dissociation
mechanism (as opposed to the hot CT mechanism) would be
characteristic to the triplet-precursor reaction systems, since the
long-lived triplet excitons are generated after the vibrational
relaxations. Although the charge dissociation is slower than in
the BHJ photoactive layers due to the lack of the π−π stacking
interactions, the present molecular-wire property53 may pave a
new avenue to rational designs of the efficient molecular
electronics using the bridged polymer molecules.
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